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Abstract
Progressive vision loss due to compression of the optic pathways by perichiasmal vasculature is uncommon. Several case reports describe unilateral vision loss due to compression of the optic nerve by the distal portions of the internal
carotid artery, or less commonly the anterior cerebral artery. Bilateral vision loss is infrequently reported in the context
of vascular compressive optic neuropathy and is either the result of independent compression of both optic nerves or
rarely due to vascular compression at the optic chiasm. This paper presents a unique case of progressive bilateral vision loss due to multiple nerve lesions produced by compression of the optic pathways by dolichoectatic perichiasmal
vasculature. In this case, both an enlarged right cavernous carotid artery and an ectatic segment of the left anterior
cerebral artery compress the optic chiasm, in addition to compression of the left optic nerve by the supraclinoid portion
of the left carotid artery.
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Introduction
Compression of the anterior visual pathways by aberrant
vasculature can result in progressive vision loss. Numerous cases cite
optic nerve lesions due to aneurysmal compression, or less commonly
impinging dolichoectatic vasculature [1-3]. Frequently implicated
vessels include the cavernous carotid artery, or in a small subset of the
affected population, the proximal A1 portion of the anterior cerebral
artery (ACA) [1,2]. Single dolichoectatic vascular anomalies are
reported in unilateral, and in rare cases, bilateral vision loss, resulting
from compression at the optic nerve or chiasm respectively [4]. This
report presents a novel case wherein progressive bilateral loss of vision
resulted from three lesions surrounding the optic chiasm; each of which
is the result of independent abnormal vasculature impinging on the
optic pathways.

Case Report
A 47 year old male with calcified pleural plaques resulting in
pulmonary disease and congestive heart failure presented with
persistent painless loss of vision OD greater than OS over three months
with subacute worsening over three weeks. Near visual acuity was J7
OD and J3 OS without afferent pupillary defect. Intraocular pressures
were 16 OU and dilated fundoscopic exam revealed the macula, vessels,
and peripheral retina to be within normal limits bilaterally. Cup to disc
ratio was elevated at 0.75 OU with no neural rim thinning. Humphrey
visual field (HVF) OS revealed mild general depression with moderate
superior central scotoma, which split the horizontal midline (Figure
2A). OD was not assessed due to low visual acuity; count fingers at 3 feet.
Subsequent follow up included an MRI of the brain and orbits, which
revealed a tortuous A1 segment of the ACA abutting the optic chiasm
superiorly on the left (Figure 1A), an enlarged cavernous carotid artery
compressed the inferior portion of the optic chiasm on the right (Figure
1B), and compression of the left optic nerve by the left supraclinoid
internal carotid artery (Figure 1C). Moreover, enhancement within the
right optic chiasm was also noted on neuroimaging (Figure 1A).
Due to limited treatment options and chiasmal enhancement on
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Figure 1: A. (Top Left) Coronal T2 MRI: Arrowhead showing right cavernous
carotid displacing optic chiasm superiorly. Arrow highlighting left ACA displacing
the left portion of the optic chiasm inferiorly. Also note focal hyperintensity in the
right chiasm. B. (Top Right) Coronal T2 MRI: Arrowhead showing displacement
of optic chiasm superiorly by supraclinoid cavernous carotid. C. (Bottom Left)
Axial T2 MRI: Arrowhead showing medial displacement of left optic nerve. D.
(Bottom Right) Coronal MRA: Arrowhead highlighting course of ACA. Arrow
showing the internal carotid artery.
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MRI suggesting inflammation, the patient was treated with steroids while
autoimmune etiologies were investigated. Steroids failed to improve
the patient’s vision loss, and the investigative panels were negative
for autoimmune or infectious etiologies. Repeat HVF two weeks later
showed slight worsening OS with a papillomacular defect superiorly
and centrally in relation to the macula that again split the horizontal
midline (Figure 2B). Neurosurgical evaluation included magnetic
resonance angiography (MRA) and computed axial tomography with
angiography (CTA) which confirmed chiasmal displacement by the
tortuous A1 segment of the ACA on the left and further mass effect on
the right by the supraclinoid internal carotid artery (Figure 1D).

Discussion
The pathophysiology of compressive optic neuropathy by aberrant
vasculature is complex and not yet fully elucidated. It is hypothesized
that age related vascular changes in anatomically predisposed
individuals may result in compression related optic atrophy and
subsequent vision loss [5]. Predisposed persons include those with
normal anatomic variations in the perichiasmal vasculature resulting in
a more immediate nerve vessel relationship [2]. Moreover, alterations
in vessel wall thickness as the result of hypertension or atherosclerosis
can contribute to the non-distensile nature of compressing vessels
[4]. These arteries can impinge on the optic pathways and result in
deleterious nerve compression [1,4].
The diagnosis of compressive optic neuropathy is complicated
due to a lack of definitive testing. While physical compression of
the optic pathway is necessary, it is not solely adequate to explain
vision loss as compression is also observed in asymptomatic patients
[2]. Furthermore, the implications of identifying such an anatomic
arrangement are not well researched. Whether it represents a presymptomatic stage in a predisposed individual is unknown [2]. In the
absence of unequivocal nerve compression, it is prudent to perform a
thorough evaluation for alternative pathologic explanations.
An additional issue in correlating perichiasmal lesions with vision
loss is the inconsistent ocular manifestations of nerve compression.
While compression at the center of the chiasm classically produces
bitemporal hemianopsia, the asymmetric nature of vascular
impingement can cause various visual field defects [3]. The most
common defects are a central scotoma or a superior defect as seen
in the left eye of the patient in this case [2,3]. The more severe vision
loss in the right eye of our patient is hypothesized to be a result of the
chiasmal hyperintensity identified on MRI (Figure 1A). It is speculated

that compression of the optic chiasm and nerve compromised the
vaso nervorum, lead to optic nerve ischemia and resultant edema as
evidenced by the hyperintensity on the T2 weighted MRI sequences.
Therapeutic options are limited in compressive optic neuropathy
and are dependent on either reversing the cause of vascular compression
or altering the relationship of the vessel to the nerve. In the absence of
medically reversible etiologies, neurosurgical intervention represents
a theoretical therapeutic option. However, surgical exploration is
controversial, as several case series have reported a decrease or plateau
in the loss of vision over time [2,3]. Furthermore, due to the late age
of onset most patients have medical comorbidities often precluding
them from surgery. However, in the event of severe, disabling, and
subacute vision loss, neurosurgical decompression represents a viable
option. Procedures include unroofing the optic canal, or lysis of
arachnoid adhesions and compressing ligaments, with ligation of the
responsible vessel [2,3]. These procedures have variable efficacy, and
ultimately a lack of randomized control trials fail to provide evidenced
based guidelines on surgical management. Given the complexity of
this patient’s compression and their multiple comorbidities, they
were offered surgical decompression. The risks of this procedure were
presented to the patient, who at this time has elected not to undergo
treatment.
In conclusion, this case report presents a unique case of progressive
bilateral loss of vision in a patient with compression of the right optic
chiasm by an enlarged cavernous carotid artery inferiorly, compression
of the left optic chiasm by an ectatic A1 segment of the ACA superiorly,
and compression of the left optic nerve by the left supraclinoid internal
carotid artery. The dedicated MRI imaging of the orbits revealing
increased T2 signal within the nerves may have resulted from the
aforementioned compression. The pathophysiology, diagnosis, and
treatment of compressive optic neuropathy by aberrant vasculature
remains complex, although improved techniques via Three Tesla MRI
imaging and CT angiography may lead to an improved diagnosis and
understanding of this unique cause of vision loss.
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Figure 2: A. (Top) Initial Evaluation HVF. B. (Bottom) Follow up HVF 2 Weeks.
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